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The science behind the kaleidoscope is simple in principle and can lead to delightfully 
mesmerizing patterns. 

The kaleidoscope was invented by the Scottish scientist, David Brewster over two hundred 
years ago. As a child, Brewster was captivated by optical instruments. He even built his own 
telescope at the age of 10. The etymology of the word kaleidoscope translates roughly to 
“beautiful form watcher.” And, indeed, the kaleidoscope was designed for play and delight 
inspired by beauty.  

In a kaleidoscope, light travels towards the reflective surface in a long tube. Anything viewed 
at the end of the scope will appear as a multitude of images reflected back upon one another. 
The number of reflected images you see depends on the angle at which the reflective surfaces 
are set. 

I find kaleidoscopes mesmerizing. It is such a delight to turn one again and again creating new 
patterns to behold. 

Our worship theme for this month of December is “Opening to Joy.”  

As we enter the winter season navigating the complexity of life in this moment, how can the 
practice of “opening to joy” bring us closer to the holy and offer spiritual meaning? 

This question leads me back to the kaleidoscope. To the light reflecting again and again ever 
more complex images of what is present. 

Joy is a complex emotion, and one that isn’t always easily accessible to us. 
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Joy doesn’t usually or often come instantly or easily, especially when we might be feeling 
weighted down by the heaviness of life’s conditions. 

Joy is often present amidst other emotions and life experiences, which makes it a rich and deep 
emotion reflecting back to us a depth of human meaning. 

I invite you to call to mind and heart a joyful moment you recently experienced. Where were 
you? Who might you have been with, if anyone? What parts of your senses were involved in 
feeling this moment of joy? What was the quality of the joy you experienced? Did it come on 
suddenly or gradually? Did it feel familiar or unfamiliar? Was it surprising? Comforting? What 
else might you have been feeling in that moment of joy? 

Sometimes, joy can be simple and completely unencumbered. Often though, joy is possible 
because of everything else that’s going on in our lives. Joy is created in the contrast, in the 
presence of both light and dark. Joy is present on the other side of sorrow. 

I remember feeling this kind of joy several years ago. I was with my large extended family at a 
vacation house we used to have outside of Chicago. We shared the house among multiple 
families and would often go there together. I was sitting outside with my younger cousins 
when we noticed the remains of a small creature at the foot of the steps. We were all fascinated 
by it. We were saddened by the lifeless form and also immensely curious. Strangely enough, I 
felt joy in that moment. The joy of witnessing children’s curiosity. The joy at being able to feel 
more connected to one another through our collective sadness and wonder. 

I believe there is an openness that is needed in order to experience the depths of this 
contrasting human condition, to acknowledge life’s complexity, to accept it, and to learn to 
live with it.  

The poet Ross Gay spoke about joy in an interview with Krista Tippett, host of the radio show, 
On Being, and he said this: “Sometimes I think there’s a conception of joy as meaning 
something like something easy. And to me, joy has nothing to do with ease. And joy has 
everything to do with the fact that we’re all going to die. When I’m thinking about joy, I’m 
thinking about — that at the same time as something wonderful is happening, some connection 
is being made in my life, we are also in the process of dying. That is every moment.” 
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He continues, “I have really been thinking that joy is the moments — for me, the moments 
when my alienation from people — but not just people, from the whole thing — it goes away. 
And it shrinks. If it was a visual thing, everything becomes luminous.”  1

Everything becomes luminous in light of the fact that we are not here forever. 

Joy comes when we embrace the complexity and paradox of our living and dying. Joy comes 
with the realization of our temporality and the embrace of living with openness to the 
luminous in spite of it all. 

In the book, Proverbs of Ashes: Violence, Redemptive Suffering, and the Search for What 
Saves Us, the Rev. Dr. Rebecca Parker writes about a time she was in deep despair. She left 
her home one night with this despair weighing heavily on her and headed down the hill 
towards the lake near her home. There, she found something unexpected: human figures 
bundled up and bent over what seemed to be sawhorses in the darkness of night. Upon closer 
view, she saw that this small group was looking out into the night sky through telescopes. It 
was the Seattle Astronomy Club.  

One of them invited her to peer through his telescope, “I’ve got it focused perfectly on Jupiter. 
Come, take a look,” he said to her. Parker writes, “I didn’t want to be rude or give away my 
reason for being there, so I bent down and looked through the telescope. There was Jupiter, 
banded red and glowing! ‘Isn’t it great?’ he said. It was great. Jupiter was beautiful through the 
telescope…Across the sheen of dark water, the lights of the city shimmered. Over head, the 
sky was wild with pinpoints of fire.” 

Reflecting on this moment, Parker writes, “It would be wrong to think of this moment as one 
in which joy triumphed over despair... Such a view assumes that bad feelings need to be 
excised, or suppressed by stronger, better feelings…I did not defeat negative feelings of 
anguish and despair because I saw something more lovely and good. Rather, I became able to 
feel more. My feeling broadened. Pain, sadness, and despair were not eliminated and 
overcome. I embraced them within a larger heart.” 

 https://onbeing.org/programs/ross-gay-tending-joy-and-practicing-delight/ 1
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Joy is possible alongside the struggle and the heartache. In moments like these, the luminosity 
of life, or maybe even a celestial wonder, can expand our hearts enough to allow the fullness 
of life’s calling to be present. This expansion doesn’t eliminate the hard stuff. Instead, we are 
able to witness the companionship of joy to the pain, the fear, the uncertainty. 

The old stories told in this winter holiday season illustrate the complex layers of joy. UU 
minister Elea Klemer shares this about opening to joy in this season: 

“Mary and Joseph make a long, tired journey to Bethlehem, before the joy of the baby’s birth. 
The Maccabees live in the hills, fighting desperate battles and impossible odds before winning 
back their city and the oil in the temple lamp burning for eight days. Winter Solstice arrives in 
the midst of the deepest darkness. The joy comes alongside the waiting; it comes alongside the 
pain and fear and uncertainty, and has nothing to do with ideal circumstances. 

Maybe all we can do is issue joy an open invitation and then start paying attention to how and 
where it shows up. We may discover that joy is already happening, smaller and quieter and 
braver than we realized. We may find joy is in the taste of an orange, the smell of coffee, the 
view of the night sky, the sound of the violin. 

This is a difficult season in a difficult year. Let joy find you, however and wherever you are.”  2

— 

Now, I invite you into a time of reflecting on your own kaleidoscope of joy this morning. If 
you happen to have a kaleidoscope, you can take a moment to peer into it and notice the 
changes in the image you see as your turn it. Or, you might imagine in your own mind’s eye 
what it’s like to notice the reflected images inside a kaleidoscope shifting and creating new 
patterns. 

In this time of reflection, I invite you to notice what is present on your heart today. 
Is sorrow present? How is fear or pain or even despair showing up? What has you feeling 
anxious or agitated? 

 Elea Klemer, “Open to Joy,” December 16, 2020, https://www.uua.org/braverwiser/open-joy.2
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Is joy present? What has brought you delight? What simple pleasures are you finding in this 
day? For whom or for what are you feeling thankful?  

In a few moments, we will create together a Collective Kaleidoscope of Joy. You are invited to 
share “What is in your kaleidoscope of joy today?” 

(The congregation shared responses in real time which can be seen in the images below.) 

May joy be present in your heart today and in the days to come. 
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